2Prospectors Report on Paymaster Silver Property
The Paymaster is a past producing silver lode located in a spur of the Chocolate Mountains in Imperial County,
California. Three historic mines are situated on the lode, within the claims. These are the Paymaster, President
and Hazel Mines. These mines were primarily worked in the 1800’s where high grade oxide silver ore was
mined. Upon reaching levels below the oxidized zone, mining fell off; even though large low grade bodies of
sulfide ore reportedly remain. Oxide ores have historically been easier and more profitable to mill and many
old mines throughout the West and the World ceased operations when unoxidized/sulfide rock was reached.
The six (6) Paymaster et al lode mining claims comprising the Property were located in November of 2003, in
the Paymaster Mining district of Imperial County, California. The Paymaster is in an area of BLM land with no
wilderness encumbrance. If there is any land in California that preferentially lends itself to mining as to any
other use, the Paymaster is it. One of the few large precious metal mines in the state is operating less than ten
miles away (Mesquite Mine). Also, the type of deposit at Paymaster lends itself to underground mining
and would, as such, bypass the California backfill rule.
Topography and access to Paymaster area is such that virtually no road building needs to be done for
exploration. The ground is relatively flat with existing road access. There is no evidence of past drilling.
The property consists of a block of six unpatented BLM lode mining claims. Strike of the Paymaster Vein
System is northeast to southwest. Claims are laid in to reflect strike and dip of vein system.
Land status is what is known as checkerboard for obvious reasons. Every other section is private or fee. These
fee lands have no apparent real estate value and considering checkerboard nature of same, we would venture a
pretty good guess that they are Railroad lands.
Historic surface workings and prospect digs/shafts (some of which are not indicated on topo map) indicate a
system that is at least 4,100 feet in length until it goes undercover at both ends. There are 4 or 5 known ore
shoots within this strike length. Historic workings consist of production shafts, stopes to surface, shallow
prospect shafts, trenches and digs.
The Paymaster Vein occupies a fault that has a strike length of over ten miles according to a large scale geology
map. It strikes from direction of the Mesquite Mine through Paymaster area and then roughly into area of
manganese mines. It has been proposed in regional geology reports that this may be a detachment fault.
According to an article in the Denver Mining Record, Atlas Mining did some sampling on the Paymaster
System. Atlas estimated a million tons of ore remaining within the oxide zone, using the results of 98 samples
as their basis. While their reported average grade result for silver was 7.8 ounces, past mining history infers
that 3%Zn, 3%Pb, and .015opt Au might reasonably be assumed to accompany the silver values.
Historic descriptions of mining activity indicate that ore mined came from a "footwall streak" and a "hanging
wall streak". Views into a long open stope at the President Mine seem to corroborate this as, indeed, stoping
was done on footwall and hanging wall, leaving an intact body in between. We assume this intact body
between the stoped high-grade streaks on each wall represents the "known orebody".
This "million ton" "known orebody" within the oxide zone (down to 400 feet) does not include the reported "42
foot wide body of galena" containing low silver values (6+ opt) and 7.3% lead situated below the 400 foot level.

